**Radiator Fan Assembly**

**LINE EXTENSION**

![Radiator Fan Assembly Image]

**620-039XD**

Chrysler 300 2014-12, Dodge Charger, Challenger 2018-05

Pop Code: B | VIO: 940,511

**OE PROBLEM:** The original differential cover breaks at its mounting position, causing the rear axle to shift in place.

**FAILURE MODE:** Failure signs include illumination of high-temperature warning light, engine overheating and fan not operating

**Includes motor, shroud and blade for a complete installation**

**Differential Cover**

**LINE EXTENSION**
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**697-550**

BMW 3 Series 1999-92

Pop Code: D | VIO: 107,543

**OE PROBLEM:** The original differential cover breaks at its mounting position, causing the rear axle to shift in place.

**Upgraded the differential cover assembly with additional bracing and thicker ribs for a 30% increase in strength over the original part.**

• Differential cover filler plug included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:** The original cover fractures under normal use and during installation of the bushings

**HVAC Heater Hose Assemblies**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 145 SKUS AVAILABLE**

![HVAC Heater Hose Assemblies Image]

**626-609**

Chevrolet Cruze 2016-11, 1.4L Engine

Pop Code: A | VIO: 871,399

Engineered to match the fit and durability of the stock heater hose assembly on specified vehicles

• Clamps included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:** Hose becomes brittle and cracks over time, resulting in coolant leaks and engine overheating

**Third Brake Light Assemblies**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 100 SKUS AVAILABLE**

![Third Brake Light Assemblies Image]

**923-082**

Hummer H3 2010-06, Hummer H3T 2010-09

Pop Code: B | VIO: 129,245

Replacement provides 10x more life, quick illumination and high-efficiency

• Plug-and-play connector for easy installation

• Direct replacement for original equipment designs

**FAILURE MODE:** Original LED bulbs burn out and are not serviceable

**Park Assist Cameras**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 160 SKUS AVAILABLE**

![Park Assist Cameras Image]

**590-080**

Ford F-150 2017-15

Pop Code: D | VIO: 7,417,746

Upgrade to better resolution and an improved lens when replacing a damaged or inoperable reversing camera

• Upgraded camera lens provides clearer resolution

• Easy to install, plug-and-play design - no special programming required

• Mounting bracket included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:** Corrosion and exposure to environmental contaminants result in image not displaying correctly on built-in dashboard display

**Brushed Motor vs. Brushless Motor**

Upgraded motor with a proven, brushless motor design (BLDC). 10x the service life vs. the original design.
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FEATURED NEWLY RELEASED PRODUCTS

**Fuel Line**

**LINE EXTENSION**

OE PROBLEM: Original steel lines rust from exposure to moisture and corrosive road treatments, resulting in an expensive replacement.

**800-898**  
Ford F Super Duty, E Super Duty, 7.3L Engine 2003-00, International 2003-00  
Pop Code: A | VID: 704,178

**High Intensity Discharge (HID) Lighting Ballasts**

**LINE EXTENSION** OVER 25 SKUS AVAILABLE

Controls voltage to vehicle headlamps  
• A “must-fix” replacement item necessary for state inspection  
• Direct replacement for original equipment

**601-053**  
Chrysler 300 2006-05, Volkswagen Phaeton 2006-04, Volkswagen Touareg 2007-04  
Pop Code: B | VID: 322,052

**Evaporative Emissions System Leak Detection Pumps**

**LINE EXTENSION** OVER 30 SKUS AVAILABLE

Ascerts leaks or related problems in the fuel system that can trigger check engine warnings  
• A “must-fix” item in states that require emissions inspection

**310-007**  
Cadillac 2016-14, Chevrolet 2019-11, Lexus 2018-09, Scion 2016, Toyota 2018-05  
Pop Code: D | VID: 18,796,205

**Engin e Valve Covers**

**LINE EXTENSION** OVER 40 SKUS AVAILABLE

Protects cylinder head components and seals oil flow  
• Includes gaskets and bolts for a complete installation  
• Built with upgraded materials to withstand warping, cracking and porousness  
• High original failure rate makes this part in-demand for over 2 million GM vehicles

**264-968**  
GM - Cruze, ELR, Encore, Sonic, Trax, Volt 2011-2019, 1.4L Turbo Engine  
Pop Code: A | VID: 2284,921

**Air Conditioning Line Connectors**

**LINE EXTENSION** OVER 25 SKUS AVAILABLE

Used to connect air conditioning lines when servicing A/C systems  
• Save time and money by repairing only the damaged section, not the entire A/C line assembly  
• All necessary components included for a complete repair

**801-003**  
Pop Code: C

**Brake Hydraulic Line Kits**

**LINE EXTENSION** OVER 165 SKUS AVAILABLE

OE PROBLEM: Original steel lines rust from exposure to moisture and corrosive road treatments.

**919-242**  
Chevrolet C1500 1998-95, GMC C1500 1998-95  
Pop Code: D | VID: 531,659

**FAILURE MODE:**  
• Metal corrodes over time, resulting in loss of pressure and poor fuel economy

**Brake Hydraulic Line Kits**

**LINE EXTENSION** OVER 165 SKUS AVAILABLE

OE PROBLEM: Original steel lines rust from exposure to moisture and corrosive road treatments.

**919-242**  
Chevrolet C1500 1998-95, GMC C1500 1998-95  
Pop Code: D | VID: 531,659

**FAILURE MODE:**  
• The original brake line rusts and corrodes over time, resulting in fluid leaks and loss of brake power
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